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ABSTRACT: This research examines the daylight performance of the skylights included 

in a 4-story academic building on the University of Oregon campus. The current design 

scheme includes a row of skylights providing daylight to the open-plan floor beneath. It is 

in the interest of the design team to evaluate the daylight quality in the floor area directly 

beneath the skylights, as well as explore potential improvements to daylight quality 

throughout the fourth floor. Using Radiance Lighting Simulation Engine Version 5.0, 

design alterations to the skylight distribution, quantity, and glazing material were 

simulated, analyzed, and compared against the current design baseline in terms of spatial 

daylight autonomy (sDA) and annual sunlight exposure (ASE). Results reveal that 

translucent glazing should be applied to skylights, while fritted and clear glazing were 

responsible for glare and overheating. None of the skylight scenarios provide 

recommended minimum sDA values across the entirety of the fourth floor; however, the 

zones nearest the skylights can be sufficiently illuminated with fewer skylights than 

included in the baseline design. An additional skylight configuration is suggested in order 

to determine if a skylighting redistribution can produce sDA values that meet minimum 

recommended levels. Results show that the skylight redistribution iteration substantially 

increases the amount of daylight on the fourth floor (from 36.2% to 71%) and meets 

recommended minimum threshold for “nominally acceptable” daylight (sDA=55%) and 

even approaches the “preferable” daylight threshold (sDA=75%). This design also reduces 

ASE and glare potential compared to other scenarios.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The considerable effects of daylighting, from windows or skylights, on the performance of 

students has been a subject of interest for many years (Kuller and Lindsten, 1992; Nicklas 

and Bailey, 1992; Heschong Mahone Group, 2003; Nezamdoost and Van Den 

Wymelenberg, 2015 and 2017). Daylight provides excellent illumination of educational 

materials and this appears to improve test scores (Heschong and McHugh, 2000; Heschong 

et al. 2002). According to the Commission Public Interest Energy Research Program 

(2003), daylighting is significant and positive in predicting better performance of mental 

function and attention. The most well-known study that has evaluated impacts of 

daylighting on students’ performance, conducted by the Heschong Mahone Group (1999) 

on 21,000 students in three states, identifies test scores 7-26 percent higher in classrooms 

with plentiful natural light than for those in classrooms with little or no daylight. They also 

found that well-designed skylights in schools provide positive impacts on students’ 

performance (Heschong Mahone Group, 1999). Additionally, a report by National Center 

for Education Statistics (2000) revealed that 72 percent of the cost of energy in education 

buildings goes towards electricity, with the majority (56 percent) going toward lighting. 

Accordingly, properly applying skylights into educational buildings can also provide 

notable energy savings over time. 

This research conducts a comparative study to evaluate the daylight performance of 

discrete alterations to skylight glazing type, total number of skylights, and skylight spatial 

distribution as potential daylight quality optimization alternatives to determine which 

combinations provide the highest daylight quality, and thereby optimize user enjoyment 

and “maximize student success.” 

 

 

2. METHODOLOGY  
 

2.1 Case Study Building 

This study examines a four story medium size academic building (the new home to the 

University of Oregon College of Arts and Sciences) located in Eugene, Oregon. The 

building is in line to provide an environment that could “maximize student success” and 

encourage student presence. Many of the building’s design schemes represent a direct 

response to such goals, and it has been in the persistent interest of the designers and 

benefactors to ensure that such schemes are successful upon implementation. Included in, 

and at the recent forefront of efforts to determine the projected efficacy of design schemes 

has been the consideration of daylight quality. 

 

Daylighting in the case study building has the potential to be pervasive due to significant 

glazing along all four facades, coupled with roof-installed skylights and a light well 

reaching from the 4th floor to the basement. However, the predominance of skylight 

glazing may present excessively daylit conditions with harsh sunlight on the 4th floor 

directly underneath skylights, while the third floor and below will not receive adequate 

lighting from the installed light well. This research studied discrete alterations to glazing 

type, total number of skylights, and skylight spatial distribution as potential daylight 

quality optimization alternatives to the current design. 
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Figure 1- Case Study Building, West Section - Image Courtesy of Rowell Brokaw 

 

2.2 Simulation 

 

For annual daylight simulation, a detailed 3D digital model as well as relevant massing of 

surrounding buildings and site context were created in Autodesk Revit and exported to 

Google SketchUp. The geometry was double-checked for any possible light leaks in 

SketchUp, and then exported to the RADIANCE daylight simulation engine. The three-

phase method was employed (McNeil and Lee, 2013), per IES LM-83 documentation 

(IESNA-Daylight Metrics Committee, 2012). Rcontrib ambient calculations were used in 

RADIANCE to compute light source contributions. Materials were assigned to the digital 

model based on the information from construction specifications. The simulation protocol 

outlined in LM-83 (IESNA-Daylight Metrics Committee 2012) was used unless noted 

otherwise. Per LM-83, an illuminance analysis grid of 2’x2’ was used for generating 

illuminance point data. Simulations were conducted with Typical Meteorological Year 

3 (TMY3) dataset for Eugene, OR. 

Given that the as-designed scheme includes manually operated blinds along the perimeter 

glazing, blinds were considered in the simulations using Bidirectional Scattering 

Distribution Function (BSDF). Accordingly, sDA values were calculated assuming blinds 

operated (Saxena et al. 2010; Nezamdoost and Van Den Wymelenberg, 2016) in order to 

provide the most realistic scenario (Nezamdoost et al. 2014; Dyke et al. 2015), and 

contribute the most relevant guiding information to the design team in post-research 

discussions. 

 

2.3 Iterative Design Alterations 

 

2.3.1 Glazing Material 

The current building design includes fritted glass as the predominant form of glazing for 

exterior glazing and skylights, though interest has been expressed in exploring alternative, 

potentially less expensive glazing options. Accordingly, three skylight glazing materials 

are analyzed (as-designed 40% fritted glazing with 60% VLT, 30% VLT translucent 

material, and 41% VLT clear glass), in order to determine which material effectively 

increases daylight availability and minimizes daylight excessiveness. Because the fritted 

glazing type is difficult and time-consuming to simulate, a comparison simulation is 

conducted (calculating both annual sDA and ASE values for each glazing type), in order 
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to assess the general differences between 40% fritted glazing and clear glazing. For all 

subsequent simulations, perimeter facade glazing will substitute clear glazing for the as-

designed 40% fritted glass, and skylight glazing type will be varied as described below.  

 

2.3.2 Skylight Reduction 

Two skylight-to-floor area ratios were analyzed through simulation in order to examine the 

daylight performance of a reduction in total skylights (33% reduction), via the strategic 

removal of three of the currently placed skylights, for a total of six skylights (see figure 2). 

The as-designed skylights are arranged in a row directly above a N-S axial hallway. The 

proposed reduction takes into consideration notable programmatic and daylighting 

elements, including an elimination of two skylights near the glazed stairwell (which 

presumably contributes in providing daylight into the hallway), as well as maintaining all 

skylights directly above the light well to continue maximizing daylight distribution to 

lower floors.  

 

2.3.3 Skylight Redistribution 

A new spatial redistribution of skylights is suggested to maximize overall light distribution 

on the fourth floor. The redistribution is determined by introducing a regular grid of fifteen 

4’x4’ and three 6’x8’ skylights, spaced apart from one another and from the perimeter of 

the fourth floor footprint (see Fig. 2). The offset from the perimeter ensures that skylights 

are providing daylight to spaces that are not adequately reached by incoming daylight from 

perimeter glazing. Larger skylights (6’x8’) are installed in those floor areas that additional 

daylight is required (e.g. directly above the light well).  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2- Skylight design scheme alternations 

 

 

 

Baseline Arrangement 
6’x8’ skylight scheme 

Skylight Reduction 
6’x8’ skylight scheme 

Skylight Redistribution 
4’x4’ & 6’x8’ skylight scheme 
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3.  RESULTS 
 

3.1. Glazing Type:  Fritted versus Clear Glass  
 

Daylight performance of 40% fritted glass for the perimeter facade glazing and skylights 

was compared to 75% VLT clear glass for the perimeter windows and 41% VLT clear 

skylights on the 4th floor of case study building through annual climate-based simulations. 

By implementing clear glass for skylights and perimeter windows, the annual ASE value 

falls into the 10%-20% excessiveness range where sunlight exposure in the space is deemed 

excessive and at risk of causing discomfort for users. By substituting 40% frit glass for the 

clear glazing, the ASE value dramatically dropped from 12.3% to 5.9% (figure 3). Not 

surprisingly, the amount of daylight entering the floor area reduces too, when 40% frit glass 

was used for skylights and perimeter windows (62.9% to 57.5%), yet it is not as 

considerable as the ASE value. In both cases, the sDA value exceeds the 55% and meets 

the “nominally-daylit” threshold (figure 3). It means that the amount of daylight in the floor 

area is nominally accepted by users but still not necessarily adequate to be rated as visually 

preferred (Heschong Mahone Group, 2012).  

 

 

 
Figure 3- Simulation results – Frit versus clear glass (Top: ASE plot, Bottom: sDA plot) 
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As it was mentioned in the methodology, given the computational time, clear glass was 

used for perimeter facade glazing in all subsequent simulations and skylight glazing type 

will be varied. 

 

3.2. As-designed Baseline: 

 

The plots below (figure 4) show the percent of spatial Daylight Autonomy (sDA) and 

Annual Sunlight Exposure (ASE) in baseline model, where nine clear glass (41% VLT) 

skylights (6’x8’) were located directly above the light well. The sDA value is low (below 

55% nominally accepted threshold) and requires improvements. ASE value is also high 

and falls into the 10%-20% excessiveness range where manual blinds are recommended to 

be implemented. 

 

 

 
Figure 4- Simulation results – As-designed baseline (Top: sDA plot, Bottom: ASE plot) 
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3.3. Skylight Reduction: Clear Skylight Glazing 

 

Another simulation was run to evaluate the daylight performance of the reduced skylight 

arrangement with clear skylight glazing (41% VLT) for a total of six skylights (6’x8’), 

where three were removed from the original row layout scheme. The sDA and ASE values 

(figure 5) are almost similar to the as-designed baseline scheme. The equivalency in sDA 

and ASE results between the two simulations suggests that the removal of three skylights 

would have little effect on daylight excessiveness and daylight sufficiency, and would 

therefore be a no-risk, cost-saving design alteration to make. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5- Simulation results – Skylight Reduction, Clear glass (Top: sDA plot, Bottom: ASE plot) 
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3.4 Skylight Reduction:  Translucent Skylight Glazing 

 

Translucent glazing material (30% VLT) was also simulated for the reduced skylight 

arrangement (six skylights, 6’x8’). Looking at the simulation results in figure 6, although 

the illuminance values along the corridor space directly underneath the skylight row were 

reduced slightly (<5% difference), the use of translucent glazing for the skylights was 

particularly contributive to lowering the annual ASE value drastically (around 32%), and 

creating a less uncomfortable space below.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 6- Simulation results – Skylight Reduction, Translucent (Top: sDA plot, Bottom: ASE plot) 
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3.5 Skylight Redistribution: Translucent Skylight Glazing 

 

According to the previous analyses, a redistributed skylight arrangement was 

recommended including seventeen 4’x 4’ skylights with 60% translucent glazing plus three 

6’x 8’ skylights with 30% translucent glazing. The simulation results illustrate (figure 7) 

the positive effect of a gridded skylight scheme on distributing daylight throughout the core 

of the building, with almost the entire core met minimum daylight sufficiency standards 

where it had not been able to in previous simulations. The redistributed skylight 

arrangement substantially increases sDA value from 39.2% to 71% (meets 55% minimum 

recommended threshold), and decreases the ASE from 12.3% to 7.5% (passes the 10% 

threshold criteria), both of which are improvements according to IES LM-83 

documentation (IESNA-Daylight Metrics Committee, 2012). 

 

 

 
Figure 7- Simulation results – Skylight Redistribution, Translucent (Top: sDA plot, Bottom: ASE plot) 
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4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
 

This paper provides a comparative study to evaluate the daylight performance of different 

toplighting strategies on fourth floor of an academic building in Eugene, Oregon. It has 

been shown that fritted glass provides a meaningful reduction in ASE (from 12.3% to 

5.9%) and negligible reduction in sDA (From 62.9% to 57.5%).  However, some studies 

show that the fritted glass might cause visual discomfort and glare perception since it is not 

able to perfectly block the solar disc. Accordingly, additional research such as physical 

mock ups with real glazing products and HDR imaging are required in order to accurately 

inform glazing decisions.  

 

It is also worth to note that ASE values are highly dependent upon the grid size used to 

calculate the metric.  So, it is recommended that all transparent glazing be fitted with 

manual blinds or shades at a minimum, even in spaces with ASE values below 10%. For 

those spaces that ASE values exceeded the maximum IES recommended ASE 10% 

threshold, additional shading strategies should be considered. 

 

Fourth floor skylights should have translucent glazing, at least on south facing slopes to 

reduce potential for glare and overheating.  None of the scenarios tested provide 

recommended minimum sDA values across the entirety of the fourth floor, however the 

zones nearest the skylights can be sufficiently illuminated with fewer skylights than 

included in the baseline design.  Figure 6 illustrates a 33% reduction in glazing area, 

translucent glazing at 30% VLT similar to Kalwall. This design maintains similar 

horizontal illuminance values while reducing ASE and glare potential.   

 

The fourth floor, under the scenarios tested, fails to meet recommended minimum 

thresholds for “nominally acceptable” daylight, sDA of at least 55%. Accordingly, an 

additional skylight configuration is suggested in order to determine if a skylighting 

redistribution can produce sDA values that meet minimum recommended levels for the 

fourth floor.  Results show that the skylight redistribution iteration substantially increases 

the amount of daylight on the fourth floor (from 36.2% to 71%) and meets recommended 

minimum threshold for “nominally acceptable” daylight (sDA of at least 55%) and even 

approaches the “preferable” daylight threshold (sDA of at least 75%). This design generally 

reduces ASE and glare potential compared to other scenarios.  

 

In overall, the skylight reduction scheme, allows the original design language to be 

preserved, whereas the skylight redistribution scheme offers better efficiency in providing 

an even distribution of daylight into the fourth floor core. Ultimately, deciding how to 

prioritize and weigh each of the aforementioned concerns in order to meet the needs of 

occupants and optimize the various performance metrics will be left to the discretion of the 

design team. 

 

The authors acknowledge that this proposed design is primarily driven by providing 

functional daylight illumination and would benefit from more intentional spatial design 

consideration.  This design exploration would benefit form a firm determination of spatial 

functions across the fourth floor. 
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